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Toward an Affective Ecocriticism
Placing Feeling in the Anthropocene
Kyle Bladow and Jennifer Ladino

“The Great Barrier Reef of Australia passed away in 2016 after a long illness.
It was 25 million years old.” So begins Outside magazine’s mock “obituary”
for the Great Barrier Reef, one of the more recent victims of climate change
and its associated impacts.1 Dismayed scientists were quick to insist that
the reef ’s death was, if not greatly exaggerated, certainly overstated, but
not before many readers had read, shared, and responded to the satirical
piece with real feelings of grief, despair, anger, and resignation.2
Articles like this one, which cast environmental catastrophe in affectively striking terms, are all over the news. A twenty-four-hour news cycle
and mobile information technologies at our fingertips increase the speed,
frequency, and intensity with which many of us seek out and share news
stories. Meanwhile, these same technologies enable corporations to track
and manage our affects: emotion recognition startups help tech giants
pinpoint the emotional states of individual consumers, while other companies amass composite “moods” using biometric data at sporting events
and movie theaters.3 Affects are at the center of contemporary biopolitics
and are more public, more powerful, and more pertinent than ever.
A glance at headlines on any given day, with their reports of high fire
danger, record temperatures, climate refugees, melting glaciers, extinct
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species, and abundant evidence of “global weirding,” can be unsettling,
alarming, even paralyzing.4 Some people react to overwhelming data with
“psychic numbing” or “compassion fatigue.”5 Others react with a range
of emotional forms, such as anxiety, fear, sorrow, and more complicated
responses like “climate grief ” or other “Anthropocene disorders.”6 Even
fairly straightforward emotions like hope are of dubious efficacy. What is
clear is that reading the news is never the task of a disembodied mind. As
neuroscientists claim with compelling evidence, we process stories with
a cognitive apparatus that is not wholly distinct from our bodies, our feelings, and—quite literally—our guts.7 Our environments too direct how
we process information. Indeed, a premise of this book is that place profoundly shapes our emotional lives, from our most banal everyday moods
and background feelings to the phenomenon psychologists call “flashbulb
memory”: that vivid “snapshot” of how we felt and where we were when we
first read, saw, or heard about an especially shocking event.8
As we write this, there is plenty to find shocking. Terrorist attacks seem
increasingly commonplace, and nationalism is on the rise in the United
States and Europe. The failure of the press and most polls to predict Donald
Trump’s stunning victory in the 2016 U.S. presidential election—followed
by alarming new discourse about “alternative facts” and “fake news”—raises
concerns about a posttruth world in which emotional appeal, not reason,
wins the day. Emotions are running high. In the United States the Right and
Left are more polarized than ever, with strong feelings surfacing, for example,
in postelection debates over whether to approach Trump supporters with a
“spirit of empathy” or to “shame” them as racist, sexist xenophobes.9 Fears
about national security and anger over neoliberal globalization’s failures
fuel nationalism on the Far Right, while the Far Left calls for vigilant resistance to the current political order and dedication to inspiring alternatives.
Across the political spectrum people are anxious. For environmentally
concerned scholars and citizen scholars around the world, a major source
of anxiety is the American public’s apparent apathy about climate change.
While the emergence of the term “climate justice” is a healthy sign, environmental issues played no significant role in the 2016 U.S. election. And
while local and state governments and nongovernmental organizations vow
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to redouble their efforts to curb carbon emissions in response to Trump’s
decision to abandon the Paris Agreement, that decision nevertheless raises
major concerns about the nation’s commitment to mitigating the effects
of climate change—and about its role in global politics.
Environmental humanities scholars find ourselves faced with important
tasks: we must find new, more compelling ways to foreground connections
between environmental and social justice, and we must reach across ideological, species, and scalar boundaries to find common ground in this new
geologic epoch. A premise of this collection is that affect theory can help
with both. Since both climate and social justice activists require altruistic
emotions as a foundation for action, a clearer sense of what those emotions
are and how they work might reconnect environmental and social justice.10
Perhaps looking for micro-moments of affective intersection and building
from them may be one small way forward in a political atmosphere of bubbles, divides, and seemingly entrenched polarization. If Heather Houser
is right that “it is emotion that can carry us from the micro-scale of the
individual to the macro-scale of institutions, nations, and the planet,” then
affect theory can clarify how that scalar transference works.11
Reading is one instance in which affect begins at the “micro-scale,” and
scholarship that draws on cognitive science to account for what happens
affectively in readers is an area of growing interest. But reading is a relatively
small part of most people’s field of daily experience. Besides the ubiquitous
news headlines, the many non-narrative affective triggers in our everyday
environments—the weather, built spaces, nonhuman animals, and objects
with which we inhabit the world—deserve assessment in terms of their
emotional impacts. Our book draws on the rich interdisciplinary field of
affect theory to identify the emotions that circulate around environmental
issues today, to clarify how that circulation works, to acknowledge the
powerful role environments themselves play in shaping affective experience, and to identify new affects emerging in our contemporary moment.
Affective Ecocriticism imagines a more affective—and consequently, we
argue, a more effective—ecocriticism, as well as a more environmentally
attuned affect studies. Bodies, human and nonhuman, are perhaps the most
salient sites at which affect and ecocriticism come together. While affect
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theorists have tended to prioritize affect within and in relation to bodies
and to overlook the environment’s role in shaping it, ecocritics have too
often neglected the affectivity of human bodies in their eagerness to champion greater attention to the more-than-human world. Still, there is much
common ground between the surge of interest in affect—the “affective
turn”—and the concurrent “material turn,” especially its incarnation as
material ecocriticism. Both affect studies and ecocriticism emerged in part as
reactions to the poststructuralist focus on discourse and the dogged pursuit
of ideology critique. Both approach subjects—emotion or nature—that
must be understood as simultaneously material and ideological. And both
recuperate terms that had long found themselves on the denigrated side
of entrenched Cartesian dualisms: if “emotion” was theoretically suspect
before the affective turn, “nature” was just as suspect prior to the emergence
of ecocriticism. These points of overlap, as well as the relative simultaneity
of these two theoretical turns, signal an opportune moment to conjoin
affect theory and ecocritical theory more deliberately.
The “affective turn” has deep roots in Marxist, psychoanalytic, feminist,
and queer theory and is understood at least in part as a corrective to a
poststructuralist overemphasis on discourse at the expense of embodied
experience.12 Raymond Williams’s provocative term “structures of feeling” and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick and Adam Frank’s recuperation of Silvan
Tomkins’s work on affect are often cited as foundational moments in affect
studies. Queer theorists such as Lauren Berlant, Ann Cvetkovich, and
Heather Love, among others, have produced important touchstones as well.
Patricia Clough and, more recently, Rachel Greenwald Smith have taken
up affect in relation to the political economy, attending to the increasingly
complex ways markets influence and capitalize on our emotional lives.13
The turn to affect has culminated in several strands of affect theory across
a spectrum from neuroscience to cultural theory. The Affect Theory Reader
distinguishes no fewer than eight “affectual orientations” and insists there are
“infinitely multiple iterations” affect theory might take.14 Even so, it’s possible
to identify “two dominant vectors” in the humanities: “Silvan Tomkins’s
psychobiology of differential affects” on the one hand and “Gilles Deleuze’s
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Spinozist ethology of bodily capacities” on the other.15 Although these
vectors “resonate” and at times “interpenetrate” with each other, they are
differentiated by the extent to which they see affect as contained in individual
bodies.16 Neuroscientists try to explain how emotions register in people;
these scientists, as well as many psychologists—with the notable exception
of the late Teresa Brennan—tend to focus on affects as contained within, or
at least originating in, a human organism. At the other end of the spectrum,
such cultural theorists as Brian Massumi and Kathleen Stewart align their
work with a Spinozist definition of affect to conceive of it as “virtual” and
“autonomous,” co-produced by contingent and shifty assemblages.17
Affect theory in this vein understands affect as asignifying, precognitive
bodily feeling, an “intensity” or a perpetual state of “becoming.”18 The
geographer Ben Anderson concisely defines affect as “the transpersonal or
prepersonal intensities that emerge as bodies affect one another.”19 Emotions
can be distinguished as consciously interpreted or narrated affects—in
Brennan’s words, “feelings that have found the right match in words.”20
Massumi differentiates between emotion and affect by arguing that the
former is just one possible form—albeit the “most intense (most contracted) expression”—affect can take within a particular body.21 Because
many (but not all) of our contributors are persuaded by these distinctions,
we’ve chosen “affect” as our umbrella term.
However they negotiate the relationship between affect and emotion,
affect scholars across the spectrum have seldom been in dialogue with ecocritical theory, though some do allude to the significance of environments
in producing affect.22 Antonio Damasio occasionally gestures toward the
ways in which physical places matter in shaping both cognition and emotion.23 Brennan suggests but doesn’t pursue the role of environments in
affect transmission when she describes that transmission as “an interaction
with other people and an environment.”24 But scientific research cannot
fully account for the cultural and political dimensions that environmental
humanities scholarship prioritizes. Geographers such as Anderson and
Nigel Thrift have contributed some of the most environmentally oriented
theories of affect, including reconceiving “atmosphere” as a product of
combined environmental, affective, political, and other material forces.
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Lauren Berlant, Sianne Ngai, and Sara Ahmed have been especially
influential in affect studies informed by feminist, queer, and critical race
theory. Although their pathbreaking works are not primarily invested in
the role of environment in shaping affect, some of their main theoretical
tenets—Berlant’s formulation of “cruel optimism,” Ngai’s focus on “ugly
feelings,” and Ahmed’s description of how affect can “stick” to objects and
bodies, as well as her method of connecting individual bodily response
to emotion at broader scales—are ripe for reframing in ecological terms,
and several of our contributors take these fruitful concepts in new directions. Jane Bennett too has produced important theoretical foundations for
our project: The Enchantment of Modern Life and the more recent Vibrant
Matter, a favorite among material ecocritics.25 Our collection foregrounds
the environmental dimensions of affect alluded to in the work of these
and other influential affect theorists. Affective Ecocriticism more directly
examines affect and environment by reconceiving familiar affects in spatial terms, by expanding what counts as an environmental affect, and by
identifying new affects that can be understood more clearly through the
lens of ecocritical theory.
If the affective turn explores dynamic interactions between and within
bodies, then the “material turn” marks the widespread interest across fields
in reappraising materiality and embodiment. Diana Coole and Samantha
Frost outline this interest by noting materialist developments in ontology,
biopolitics, and political economy, which are related in “their emphasis on
materialization as a complex, pluralistic, relatively open process” and in
their assertions that humans are “thoroughly immersed within materiality’s
productive contingencies.”26 These shared features (openness, inextricability, contingency) resonate with definitions of affects as embodied
capacities—phenomena that arise and circulate as intensities among
assemblages. New materialisms and affect theories align, for instance, in
examining how biological and chemical factors—such as hormones, volatile organic compounds, omega-3 fats, or lead—condition the affects we
experience. Such approaches extend beyond anthropocentrism, insisting
that we consider nonhuman actors.
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Materialism is not exactly “new” to ecocriticism, though it has taken on
greater significance in recent years as new materialist projects develop. Ecocriticism emerged in the 1990s to study the relationship between literature
and the natural environment, and it has since expanded to explore a wider
range of texts and environments, forging interdisciplinary connections with
fields like cultural studies, cinema studies, and animal studies. A number of
ecocritics have found affinities with new materialist thought, leading to the
development of material ecocriticism, a lively subfield claiming multiple
inspirations but perhaps none so prominently as material feminisms, which
denote feminist reconsiderations of bodies and materiality occurring after
the poststructuralist emphasis on linguistic signification. Throughout her
work, and most recently in her book Exposed, Stacy Alaimo advocates for
analyzing the enmeshment of material and sociocultural phenomena using
the insights of feminist scholarship, maintaining that “material feminisms
are at the heart of new materialisms.”27 In the influential collection Material
Feminisms Alaimo and Susan Hekman write, “Women have bodies. . . . We
need a way to talk about these bodies and the materiality they inhabit.”28
They also articulate what has since become a hallmark of material ecocriticism: “nature is agentic—it acts, and those actions have consequences for
both the human and nonhuman world.”29 Ecocritics, long attentive to the
literary and cultural enunciations of ecological thinking, were primed to
recognize and elaborate such claims about agentic natures.
Serenella Iovino and Serpil Oppermann, editors of the subsequent volume Material Ecocriticism, point out the particular influence of material
feminisms in this work. Iovino and Oppermann advocate for the legibility
of the more-than-human world as a site of narrativity. Writing that “the
world’s material phenomena are knots in a vast network of agencies, which
can be ‘read’ and interpreted as forming narratives,” they assert that material ecocriticism “is the study of the way material forms . . . intra-act with
each other and with the human dimension, producing configurations of
meanings and discourses that we can interpret as stories.”30 The emphasis
on the meaningfulness of the world and on the ability to “read” it coincides
well with attempts to better attend to affect’s complexity, including how we
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“feel” materiality in profound ways. Several of Material Ecocriticism’s chapters
foreground affect. In her contribution, Catriona Sandilands traces how the
poet Sean Borodale’s Bee Journal entices readers to “become deeply aware
of the bees’ affective presence in his life, of the way in which he has become
part of an emotional bee-human community.”31 Bennett also contributes an
essay, in which she merges the affective and the material in her exploration of
sympathy as “a material agency, a power of bodies human and non-human,
a mode of impersonal connection, attachment, and care that proceeds from
below subjectivity into subjectivity.”32 Bennett and Sandilands anticipate
what has become a growing priority for material ecocritics: accounting for
the ways affective attachments and exchanges infuse a lively material world
in which we are deeply embedded alongside other beings.
As our brief sketch of the affective and material-ecocritical turns suggests,
affect is ecological “by nature,” since it operates at the confluence of environments, texts, and bodies—including nonhuman and inanimate bodies.
Affect theory disrupts both discrete notions of embodied selfhood and static
notions of environment, encouraging us to trace the trajectories of transcorporeal encounters that are intricate and dynamic. Material ecocriticism
likewise foregrounds the unstable and processive nature of all environments
and objects; however, unlike much affect theory to date, it takes environments seriously, as agents in generating and shaping affect. Reappraising
matter to consider more carefully its agency and vibrancy better equips
us to see how it actively participates in the flows and intensities of affect.
Not surprisingly, given these points of convergence, ecocritics have not
been silent on the subject of affect. Yi-Fu Tuan’s “topophilia” and E. O.
Wilson’s “biophilia” gained traction in ecocriticism’s early phases, offering
portable terminology and interdisciplinary perspectives on positive feelings
about places (often encapsulated in the phrase “sense of place”). Simon
Estok countered these phrases with the introduction of his early and abiding
example of ecocritical attention to affect: “ecophobia,” the “contempt and
fear we feel for the agency of the natural environment.”33 Lawrence Buell
wrote of “ecoglobalist affects” in another notable, if underexplored, early
reference. Some of ecocriticism’s “new voices” are beginning to speak the
language of affect theory more fluently. Sarah Ensor’s “Spinster Ecology”
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suggests attending to nonreproductive “figures like the spinster might inspire
a queer ecocritical practice attentive to affects customarily considered too
weak or quiet to be politically efficacious.”34 Sylvan Goldberg’s standout
chapter in the collection New International Voices in Ecocriticism draws
helpfully on Ngai’s Ugly Feelings to call for increased attention to “a quieter
range of affective engagements,” including “eco-irritation.”35 We’ve adopted
Goldberg’s phrase “affective ecocriticism” as our collection’s title.
Exciting new monographs are attending to affect in more sustained
ways. In Ecosickness in Contemporary U.S. Fiction: Environment and Affect,
Houser theorizes what she calls “narrative affect,” a provocative if tightly
focused way of defining what affect can do and how it works. Alexa Weik
von Mossner’s Affective Ecologies: Empathy, Emotion, and Environmental
Narrative explores readers’ engagements with environmental narratives,
draws on cognitive narratology and neuroscience, and theorizes affect in
relation to these fields. Nicole Seymour’s award-winning Strange Natures:
Futurity, Empathy, and the Queer Ecological Imagination and Bad Environmentalism: Irony and Irreverence in the Ecological Age bring together affect
theory and ecocritical theory along with a third discipline: queer studies.
In Bad Environmentalism, Seymour's compelling argument for the addition
of “bad” affects—such as gaiety, irony, humor, and irreverence—to the
repertoire of more familiar environmentalist affects has already influenced
our book.
Edited collections have also begun to compile a rich body of work on
the relationship between affect and ecology and/or place. Joyce Davidson,
Liz Bondi, and Mick Smith’s Emotional Geographies and Tonya K. Davidson, Ondine Park, and Rob Shields’s Ecologies of Affect: Placing Nostalgia,
Desire, and Hope were among the first to focus primarily on affect in relation to place. Christine Berberich, Neil Campbell, and Robert Hudson’s
Affective Landscapes in Literature, Art and Everyday Life: Memory, Place and
the Senses assesses affective landscapes in an impressive range of visual and
literary texts, predominantly using cultural studies and an understanding
of affect informed by Spinoza, Massumi, and Stewart. Lisa Ottum and Seth
T. Reno’s Wordsworth and the Green Romantics: Affect and Ecology in the
Nineteenth Century, like our collection, puts affect theory and ecocriticism
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into conversation, and we share its premise that “a wide range of affective
experiences and literary emotions are potentially ‘green.’”36 Weik von Mossner’s Moving Environments: Affect, Emotion, Ecology, and Film made strides in
bringing together scholarship on affect and environments—as did Adrian
Ivakhiv’s Ecologies of the Moving Image: Cinema, Affect, Nature—within a
film studies framework. Our study builds on the excellent scholarship in
these texts, and we are fortunate to feature here new work by Seymour,
Weik von Mossner, Campbell, and Ottum.
Affective Ecocriticism expands and enriches these conversations in several key
ways. First, our authors appraise the affect-environment confluence within
new temporal and generic territories. While many of the contributions
focus on literature and film of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries,
several chapters reach across time, engaging philosophies bearing on affect
from Descartes to Wordsworth, from Darwin and Freud to Wendell Berry,
offering a depth and a range that contextualize present environmental
crises and imagine possible futures. Together the chapters consider an
eclectic variety of primary texts, including short-story collections, films,
poetry collections, curricular programs, and geopolitical hotbeds like Canada’s tar sands. Second, our book moves beyond strictly literary or textual
emotions. Our authors coin terms for extratextual affects, including “land
affect,” “food affect,” “queer environmental affect,” and “solastalgic distress.”
Third, we explore and model a wide range of methodological approaches
to affect theory. We’ve deliberately commissioned work by scholars across
the spectrum of affect studies, from cognitive science to cultural theory.
Several chapters contribute to pressing debates within ecocriticism, affect
studies, and narrative theory (among other fields) about empathy, an affective state that is lauded, and often misunderstood, in popular as well as
academic discourse.
Affective Ecocriticism takes a broad and at times irreverent approach
to traditional environmental affects. Ecocritical theory brings new and
neglected affects into the conversation and expands the scales at which affect
can be understood to function, from the individual to the Anthropocenic.
Our collection seeks to represent the wide range of affects that reflect the
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complex and frequently conflicted nature of our contemporary lives. We
find that what Ngai terms “noncathartic” emotions might be not only
more representative of our actual affective lives but also more politically
productive, a proposition many of the authors in our collection pursue in
a wider range of primary texts, beyond narrative fiction.37
Finally, our collection draws attention to the preponderance of new, often
“bad” affects emerging or being redefined in the Anthropocene, including
despair, resignation, climate grief, and solastalgia, as well as familiar feelings
like disappointment and anxiety. Environmentalists and other activists,
especially in the United States, have long been derided or dismissed for
encouraging asceticism, preaching about simplicity, and delivering jeremiads about the end of the world.38 Environmentalist killjoys—green kin
of Ahmed’s feminist killjoys—take center stage in our project.39 Several of
our authors suggest we might recuperate “bad feelings” for environmentalist purposes in our new geologic epoch. Affective Ecocriticism approaches
emergent affects with a sense of urgency and an accessible style that we hope
will speak to readers across a range of disciplinary and geographic locations.
The book’s first three chapters model distinct theoretical approaches
to affect studies and illustrate different ways of intervening in ecocritical
projects. We open with Nicole Merola’s provocative formalist analysis of
Juliana Spahr’s poetry, which sets a tone of “Anthropocene anxiety” that
resonates throughout the collection. Merola’s chapter invites scholars of
affective ecocriticism to “tarry at the juncture of form and affect.” Merola
draws on scholars of form and affect such as Houser and reaches back to
William James’s theories of emotion to ask what new affects the Anthropocene inspires and what familiar ones it reworks. Positing Juliana Spahr as
one of the most insightful theorists of affect in the Anthropocene, Merola
shows how melancholy, anger, and resignation cohere into what she calls
“Anthropocene anxiety”: a temporally doubled affect of nervousness and
unease that is anticipatory, influential in both the present and the future.
Ultimately, Merola suggests, living in the Anthropocene might necessitate
an “avowal of the eco-unpleasant.”
Alexa Weik von Mossner takes a different tack in her chapter, “From
Nostalgic Longing to Solastalgic Distress: A Cognitive Approach to Love in
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the Anthropocene.” Weik von Mossner models, as she argues for, a cognitive
ecocritical approach to affect studies—one that accounts for the embodied
experience of readers. Drawing on empirical work in embodied cognition,
as well as scholarship in cognitive science and affective narratology, Weik
von Mossner offers a new reading of the short-story collection Love in the
Anthropocene. Her chapter reveals not only how love and loss are closely
connected in a time of accelerated environmental change but also how
readers are cued empathically to imagine, and to feel, both the eco-nostalgic
longing that many of the characters feel and a “solastalgic distress” about
what is being lost. Her treatment of nostalgia and solastalgia is timely, as
global environmental changes demand that broader demographics become
more attuned to losses in our environments.
Neil Campbell’s “A New Gentleness: Affective Ficto-Regionality” models
a third approach to affect studies: affect theory in a cultural studies vein.
Inspired by the work of Félix Guattari and aligned with contemporary
scholars of affect theory such as Massumi and Stewart, Campbell’s chapter
teases out the ecological and affective dimensions of Guattari’s The Three
Ecologies and offers an exciting new take on Stewart that champions her
treatment of affect as a kind of ecological consciousness. “A New Gentleness”
is a theoretical provocation in which Campbell conjoins concepts such as
“ficto-regionality,” a “prismatic ecology,” and “an ecology of paths” in order
to foster new intellectual connections. Campbell outlines the theoretical
and political potentials for affective ficto-regionality as a catalyst for what
he calls (following Guattari) “a new gentleness”: a mix of curiosity, wonder,
attunement, and ethical responsibility.
The next three chapters explore applications of affect theory in various
genres and contexts related to environmental and social justice, including
food studies and Indigenous rights. These scholars suggest that a clearer
understanding of our affective attachments to land, to our homes, and to
human and nonhuman others is essential for justice. Jobb Arnold’s chapter,
“Feeling the Fires of Climate Change: Land Affect in Canada’s Tar Sands,”
demonstrates the centrality of Indigenous epistemologies and ontologies
in the pursuit of scholarship allied to decolonization and environmental
justice. Arnold theorizes “land affect” as “a nontechnologically mediated
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relation inherent in the potential to feel with the land that is innervated by
free-floating social and ecological energies.” Land affect aligns significantly
with Indigenous land-based relational ontologies, which guide Arnold’s
critique of industrial resource extraction. Weaving together diverse theoretical influences, including Glen Coulthard, Giorgio Agamben, and Rey
Chow, Arnold advocates for land-based relations (and the land affects they
generate) taking priority in sustainability plans.
In “Wendell Berry and the Affective Turn,” William Major takes a skeptical look at the increasingly prevalent social and political calls for empathy,
and he presses for a more precise accounting of what empathy is as well as
how it works, especially in relation to the more-than-human world. Major
reminds us that empathy is more than just “compassion” or “understanding”;
it is feeling with someone, or perhaps with something else, as opposed to
feeling for them. Major’s insightful analysis of Wendell Berry’s National
Endowment for the Humanities Jefferson Lecture (2012) examines how
empathy is invoked in discourse on new agrarianism in particular, as well
as how it operates at local, global, and temporal scales. Like Weik von
Mossner, Major draws on cognitive theorists to explore their potential for
understandings of human identity as well as for environmental politics and
to argue for “empathic realism.”
Tom Hertweck’s “A Hunger for Words: Food Affects and Embodied Ideology” develops a theory of the phenomenon of “food affect,” the affective
dimensions of the drive of hunger. Drawing on Silvan Tomkins’s work as
well as Elspeth Probyn’s Carnal Appetites, Hertweck conceives of food consumption as an “embodied ideology” and of hunger as an affective oscillation
“between metabolic and cultural need.” His chapter insists that cultural
theorists of affect take food affect seriously in order to better account for
the interactions between consumer desires and choices, marketing claims,
and the environmental impacts of industrial food systems.
In “Uncanny Homesickness and War: Loss of Affect, Loss of Place, and
Reworlding in Redeployment” Ryan Hediger gauges the emotional impacts
of war on veterans’ bodies. Hediger draws on Massumi’s broad conception
of affect as a “becoming” and Freud’s unheimlich to theorize homesickness as
an uncanny affect resulting in and from wartime environments, a desire for
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home, and a sense of being sick of and/or sick at home. This chapter reads
Phil Klay’s 2014 collection of short stories about the war in Iraq, Redeployment, to argue that veterans’ experiences are often extreme versions of more
common responses to geographical mobility, especially forced mobility,
in modernity. Veterans’ affective states thus register increasingly common
feelings of disorientation that must be reckoned with in the Anthropocene. Hediger shows that this affective disorientation has unexpected and
potentially positive diagnostic implications, including a greater sensitivity
to the hypercapitalist and often alienating environments of everyday life.
The next three chapters investigate how affect informs human understandings of and relationships with nonhuman animals. Robert Azzarello
opens this section with “Desiring Species with Darwin and Freud,” in
which he probes the extent to which desire is speciesist in the works of both
writers. Considering the absence of the word “desire” in Darwin and its
omnipresence in Freud, Azzarello identifies overlaps between two thinkers
often conceptualized as antithetical in their views of desire’s relationship
to reproduction. Azzarello investigates the ethical dimensions of desire
and its potential for crossing species boundaries, in the process updating
the insights of Darwin and Freud for scholars of affect and animal studies.
Brian Deyo’s “Tragedy, Ecophobia, and Animality in the Anthropocene”
argues for increased attention to ecophobia as we grapple with anthropogenic environmental changes. Tracing our anthropocentrism back to
origins in the Enlightenment, Deyo recasts ecophobia as a precognitive
sense of our animality—our vulnerability, finitude, and mortality. He draws
on the works of diverse writers—from Descartes and Montaigne to J. M.
Coetzee and Amitav Ghosh—to explore this ecophobic awareness and
the ways in which its attendant fears and anxiety manifest in tragic art.
In studying tragedy and engaging the affects it helps circulate, Deyo also
sees opportunities for humans to renew thinking and feeling through our
animality in this new geologic epoch.
In “Futurity without Optimism: Detaching from Anthropocentrism and
Grieving Our Fathers in Beasts of the Southern Wild,” Allyse Knox-Russell
calls into question popular affective responses to climate change—notably
“resilience”—as potentially reinforcing neoliberal ideology and perpetuating
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what Lauren Berlant terms “cruel optimism.” Beasts, Knox-Russell demonstrates, reminds viewers of the disproportionate levels of violence and
disruption that people of color face as climate change accelerates, even as
the film and its reception warn against romanticizing frontline communities.
Exploring how futurity without optimism “can feel very different to different
viewers,” Knox-Russell homes in on the concept of “beastliness” applied
to characters in the film. This “derided animality” offers an alternative to
resilience and, potentially, “a pathway toward empathy.”
The final cluster of essays embraces and reinvigorates the label “environmentalist killjoy” as it tracks some of the ways in which “bad feelings” might
be useful for politics and pedagogy in the Anthropocene. These authors
queer familiar and noncathartic affects and suggest why even the “bad” ones
might be important to cultivate in our present environmental moment, in
which the diametrically opposed feelings of hope and despair are too often
framed as the only options. Nicole Seymour’s contribution, “The Queerness
of Environmental Affect,” uses a transdisciplinary approach to suggest that
camp, irony, humor, and other forms of affective playfulness exist alongside (and often productively complicate) more entrenched environmental
affects, such as melancholia, shame, and depression. Seymour theorizes
“queer environmental affect” as affective response to queer environments;
as affective response within queer environments; and most broadly as any
“bad”—as in negative and/or inappropriate—affective response to environments, “be they gay bars or gardens.” Seymour makes a compelling case
for the centrality of queer theory to an affective ecocriticism, as well as to
what she calls “bad environmentalism.”
In “Feeling Let Down: Affect, Environmentalism, and the Power of
Negative Thinking” Lisa Ottum takes a historical approach to emotions,
citing the work of behavioral economists, psychologists, and cultural critics
to develop a unique theory of disappointment as a “peculiar temporality”
that sparks reflection. Her analysis reveals disappointment as an affect that
disorients and “arrests” us, stopping time for a moment in the face of a
particular object. What happens, Ottum asks, when the object in question
is a landscape? Her chapter focuses on the prevalent (and transhistorical)
experience of “touristic disappointment,” which she develops by reading
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Wordsworth’s The Prelude, especially its deployment of the picturesque,
alongside Geoff Dyer’s White Sands: Experiences from the Outside World.
Ottum’s insightful analysis of these texts suggests how disappointment
may be useful for contemporary ecocritics.
Next, Graig Uhlin claims that affect’s characteristic aspect is environmental insofar as it registers in specific bodies and places but is otherwise
hard to capture. Uhlin’s chapter, “Feeling Depleted: Ecocinema and the
Atmospherics of Affect,” explores the “atmospherics of affect” in three
recent films (Kelly Reichardt’s Old Joy, Lars von Trier’s Melancholia, and
Gus Van Sant’s Gerry), evoking how affects in each film—particularly sorrow, melancholy, and exhaustion—are played out in its formal features
and how affect becomes part of a film’s atmosphere. Uhlin also examines
noncathartic affects, a move that broadens the inquiry of ecocinema scholarship, which often focuses on how spectators’ emotional responses lead
to catharsis, if not action.
Finally, Sarah Jaquette Ray’s chapter—which she describes as partly a
“love letter” to her students, many of whom struggle with despair and hope
as seemingly the only affective responses to climate change—invokes affect
theory to map what she calls the “affective arc” of environmental studies
classrooms. “Coming of Age at the End of the World: The Affective Arc of
Undergraduate Environmental Studies Curricula” draws on Ray’s experiences as director of environmental studies at Humboldt State University
to challenge the common perception among ecocritics and environmental
justice scholars that our pedagogy must follow an “arc of hope” in order to
prevent despair. Instead she encourages teachers to make space for conversations about affect in the classroom and to allow students to dwell in
more of the so-called negative emotions, including melancholy. Ray’s is an
analysis of pedagogy with far-reaching implications, not only for teachers
and learners but for anyone trying to understand their complex emotional
responses to the Anthropocene.
In the face of crises that seem too big to process emotionally, these essays
explore some of the many ways in which affect theory can be a useful tool
for developing more nuanced understandings of complicated feelings. The
essays collected here move us beyond hope and despair toward a more
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inclusive, sophisticated “suite of emotions” related to environmental loss
and change of all kinds.40 We must account for our affective lives in more
careful terms as we push for a more just, more sustainable world. If affect
is unpredictable—a “becoming” with infinite possibilities—then future
prospects for research in affect studies are not just exciting but boundless.
Whatever directions they take, we suggest these future studies proceed with
environments in mind. Surely understanding how affect works—within
individuals and between species, as well as in and across various environments, genres, and scales—is a more urgent project than ever.
Notes
1. Rowan Jacobsen, “Obituary: Great Barrier Reef (25 Million bc–2016),” Outside,
October 11, 2016, https://www.outsideonline.com/2112086/obituary-great-barrier
-reef-25-million-bc-2016.
2. Scientists clarified that a percentage of the reef has actually not succumbed to the
bleaching that is its “cause of death.” For one response see Sophie Lewis, “The
Great Barrier Reef Is Not Actually Dead,” cnn, October 14, 2016, http://edition
.cnn.com/2016/10/14/us/barrier-reef-obit-trnd/. Still, retweets and Facebook
shares and even some news publications promoted the literal version of the story.
The Spokesman-Review, in Spokane, Washington, even repackaged the story
under the misleading title “Great Barrier Reef Pronounced Dead by Scientists.”
Rich Landers, Spokesman-Review, October 13, 2016, http://www.spokesman.com
/blogs/outdoors/2016/oct/13/great-barrier-reef-pronounced-dead-scientists/.
3. For one account see Tom Foster, “Ready or Not, Companies Will Soon Be Tracking
Your Emotions,” Inc., July–August 2016, www.inc.com/magazine/201607/tom
-foster/lightwave-monitor-customer-emotions.html.
4. Thomas Friedman, to whom “global weirding” is often attributed, credits Hunter
Lovins, of the Rocky Mountain Institute, for the term. Thomas L. Friedman, “The
People We Have Been Waiting For,” New York Times, December 2, 2007, http://
www.nytimes.com/2007/12/02/opinion/02friedman.html. On paralysis see
Norgaard, Living in Denial. While her context is Norway, her analysis is applicable
elsewhere.
5. These psychological phenomena are explored in Slovic and Slovic, Numbers and
Nerves.
6. Laura Schmidt, a graduate student in the University of Utah’s environmental
humanities program, coined the term “climate grief ” and is developing support
groups for sufferers. See Sara Peach, “How to Address Climate Grief,” Yale Climate
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7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

Connections, December 5, 2016, http://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/2016/12
/how-to-address-climate-grief/. “Anthropocene disorders” is Timothy Clark’s
phrase for how “the mind is suspended, uncertainly, between a sense of rage and
even despair on one side, and a consciousness of the majority perception of such
reactions as disproportionate and imbalanced, on the other.” Clark, Ecocriticism
on the Edge, 140.
See, for instance, Cryan and O’Mahony, “Microbiome-Gut-Brain Axis.”
See Brown and Kulik, “Flashbulb Memories,” for a fuller definition of this
phenomenon.
For an early response to the election, see Michael Lerner, “Stop Shaming Trump
Supporters,” New York Times, November 10, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com
/interactive/projects/cp/opinion/election-night-2016/stop-shaming-trump
-supporters. Some on the Left still embrace “shame” as an appropriate way of
calling out and refusing to normalize racism, sexism, and xenophobia.
For one study on emotions in public engagement see Roesner, “Risk Communication, Public Engagement, and Climate Change.”
Houser, Ecosickness, 223.
For an early multidisciplinary overview of the turn to affect see Clough and
Halley, Affective Turn. For a brief overview see Cvetkovich, “Affect.”
Smith, in Affect and American Literature in the Age of Neoliberalism, theorizes disruptive and noncathartic “impersonal feelings” as possible ways to circumvent a
neoliberal economy that co-opts individual emotion. She treats skeptically both
empathy and the “affective hypothesis”—the assumption that we read in order
to feel with, or for, fictional characters.
Gregg and Seigworth, Affect Theory Reader, 4–9.
Gregg and Seigworth, Affect Theory Reader, 5.
Gregg and Seigworth, Affect Theory Reader, 6.
Stewart’s Ordinary Affects, while not in explicit dialogue with ecocriticism, includes
U.S. landscapes in its ethnographic study.
Stewart and Massumi trace these terms to Spinoza and Deleuze. Massumi shows
how the two ends of the affect theory spectrum can come together, as he draws on
neuroscientific studies in his pathbreaking work on affect, Parables for the Virtual.
See Leys, “Turn to Affect,” for an influential critique of Massumi in particular
and the affective turn more generally.
Anderson, “Affective Atmospheres,” 78.
Brennan, Transmission of Affect, 5.
Massumi, Parables for the Virtual, 35.
Debates continue about how to define both terms, and some scholars simply use
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23.

24.

25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

39.

emotion and affect as synonyms. This is not the place for an extensive overview.
For a helpful parsing of these terms see Ngai, Ugly Feelings, 25−27.
For instance, even though “the inducers of background emotions are usually
internal,” for Damasio, they might also be “engendered . . . by the organism’s
interactions with the environment.” Damasio, Feeling of What Happens, 52.
Brennan, Transmission of Affect, 3. The “other environmental factors at work” are
outside the scope of her analysis (8). Her work resonates with material ecocriticism’s belief that matter is only passive by human standards that perceive objects
as not able to “carry out intentions of their own,” as lacking “free will or agency”
(93–94).
While the earlier book deals more explicitly with affect (largely in the Spinozist
strand), Bennett rarely engages its potential to register as emotion.
Coole and Frost, “Introducing the New Materialisms,” 7. Their important collection New Materialisms takes a range of approaches to new materialisms across
the humanities and social sciences and features essays by Bennett and Ahmed,
among others.
Alaimo, Exposed, 12.
Alaimo and Hekman, Material Feminisms, 4.
Alaimo and Hekman, Material Feminisms, 5.
Iovino and Oppermann, Material Ecocriticism, 1, 7. The term “intra-act” is adopted
from Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway.
Sandilands, “Pro/Polis,” 166.
Bennett, “Of Material Sympathies,” 250.
Estok, “Painful Material Realities,” 131. Ecophobia describes “how we respond
emotionally and cognitively to what we perceive as environmental threats and
as a menacing alienness” (131).
Ensor, “Spinster Ecology,” 410.
Goldberg, “What is it about you . . . that so irritates me?,” 57.
Ottum and Reno, Wordsworth and the Green Romantics, 14.
Ngai, Ugly Feelings, 6.
A National Review article dubs Bill McKibben an “environmentalist killjoy” for
declaring that ocean acidification and global warming have already effected the
end of the earth as we knew it: “Only an environmentalist like McKibben could
be a killjoy about the apocalypse itself.” Jonah Goldberg, “Inhospitable Earth,”
National Review, July 3, 2013, http://www.nationalreview.com/article/352591
/inhospitable-earth-jonah-goldberg.
Also the title of Ahmed’s blog, the term “feminist killjoy” identifies the process
by which, in exposing problems, one becomes identified as their origin or cause.
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40. Siperstein, Hall, and LeMenager, Teaching Climate Change, 7. This important collection devotes significant space to emotions, including (but not limited to) hope
and despair.
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